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Summary Cytoreductive surgery (CRS) and hyper-
thermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) are
a multimodal treatment approach combining surgical
interventions of varying extent with administration of
heated cytostatic drugs flushed through the abdomi-
nal cavity. Hitherto, this treatment has been popular
for peritoneal metastasis (PM), e.g. from colorectal
cancer (CRC). Recent randomized controlled trials
(RCT) question the benefit of HIPEC in its present
form for CRC treatment and raise fundamental issues,
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eliciting discussions and expert statements regarding
HIPEC relevance and interpretation of these results.
Unfortunately, such discussions have to remain unin-
formed, due to the lacking publication of crucial peer
reviewed RCT results. Novel basic research aware of
HIPEC futility suggests there may be systematic limi-
tations. Innovative modelling approaches for HIPEC
may shed light on the reasons for therapeutic failure of
frequently used drugs and may lead the way to select
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better alternatives and/or more rational approaches
for the design of HIPEC procedures (e.g. regarding
exposure time or temperature). Available evidence
strongly supports the notion that CRS is the mainstay
for the treatment effects observed in PM from CRC.
Unfortunately, HIPEC has become a surrogate for sur-
gical expertise in the field and optimal surgery may
therefore outweigh the potentially harmful effects of
HIPEC treatment, particularly in lieu of modern sys-
temic chemotherapies. The current situation which
frequently is assumed to be deadlocked should be re-
garded as a challenge to investigate HIPEC with well-
designed prospective clinical trials, potentially even
constituting an opportunity for introducing innova-
tive trial designs that solve the multifaceted issues of
a very heterogeneous treatment approach.

Keywords PRODIGE 7 · Randomized controlled trial ·
Oxaliplatin · Peritoneal metastasis · Hyperthermic
intraperitoneal chemotherapy

Background

Metastases from CRC in the peritoneum are associ-
ated with a poor prognosis. In about 5% of CRC pa-
tients metastasis remains confined to the peritoneum
as the sole site of dissemination [1]. Nonetheless, this
disease presentation has been considered incurable
and merely amenable to palliative treatment options,
including systemic chemotherapy or simply best sup-
portive care [2], due to a presumed peritoneal–plasma
barrier preventing cytostatic drug influx into the peri-
toneum [3] and reservations regarding feasibility and
appropriateness of surgery.

Inter alia, in CRC the notion of futility of thera-
peutic approaches in PM has been challenged with
the availability of specialized surgical treatment (i.e.
CRS) combined with HIPEC, offering a multimodal
treatment approach associated with improved sur-
vival prospects [4]. Up to now, no published RCT has
established the independent benefit of HIPEC in CRC
when added to CRS, and consequently this treatment
has usually been offered as a “complete package”.

This article aims to summarize the current state
and best evidence-base for HIPEC in CRC and dis-
cusses its current limitations with an emphasis on
recent RCTs and preclinical research with a view to
improving future strategies.

Cytoreductive surgery

It is established that even extensive surgery is safe,
feasible and clinically effective for managing PM. Sur-
gical proficiency is a prerequisite, implying relevant
training and expertise in complex surgical procedures
[5]. In addition, competent patient selection consid-
ering the extent and location of metastases is crucial
[6], since complete surgical cytoreduction has been
shown to translate into improved survival in both CRC

and ovarian cancer [4]. Of note, the concept of CRS
differs largely from most conventional surgical oncol-
ogy procedures amongst other things with regard to
the radicality of surgery.

Although the treatment may cause considerable
morbidity [7], current data suggest the associated
risk is comparable with other high-risk procedures in
surgical oncology [8] and many centers report pro-
cedure-related mortality rates of ~1% [9]. CRS and
HIPEC have therefore become a frequent treatment
approach for PM in various malignancies including
CRC and ovarian cancer, challenging a purely pallia-
tive treatment pathway.

Hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy

CRS is inevitably linked to HIPEC and rarely ever per-
formed without this adjunct, as both treatments have
been interconnected from the beginning.

While HIPEC has an intuitive and plausible theoret-
ical rationale, the diversity of protocols used world-
wide is overwhelming [10, 11]. As convincing pre-
clinical evidence to inform clinical practice remains
the exception such research frequently post-dates the
clinical use of drugs for HIPEC (cf. studies with oxali-
platin [12, 13] or mitomycin C (MMC) [14]).

Therefore, despite the fact that HIPEC has been
applied to countless patients after CRS, many funda-
mental questions remain unresolved. The most com-
monly administered drugs during HIPEC in CRC have
been MMC and oxaliplatin, but also many other drugs
and drug combinations are described [11]. Additional
factors complicate HIPEC as a therapy, including
a wide range of drug concentrations, drug diluents as
well as exposure times and temperatures [10]. Due to
these inconsistencies and vaguely described HIPEC
procedures, uniformity is lacking, and fundamental
disagreement remains regarding the standardization
of HIPEC protocols [15, 16].

Best evidence from randomized controlled trials

Central for the establishment of CRS and HIPEC (with
MMC for 90min) as a valid treatment option for PM
in CRC was a first-ever and thus far the only com-
pleted (and published) prospective RCT performed by
Verwaal et al. between 1998 and 2001 [17]. Trial re-
sults showed prolonged 2-year overall survival (OS)
with CRS and HIPEC vs. palliative intravenous (i.v.)
chemotherapy alone. Median OS nearly doubled from
12.6 to 22.3 months for the intervention group. How-
ever, back then this benefit did not prove sustainable
after 5 years. Despite the impressive results, relevant
limitations for this trial should be kept in mind:

� An i.v. chemotherapy protocol outdated at time of
publication was used for the control group,

� The trial design did not allow to assess the contribu-
tions of CRS and HIPEC separately [18],
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� Heterogeneous malignancies were included with
different biological behaviors and prognosis.

Nevertheless, this RCT was the cornerstone for in-
troducing this treatment in PM of CRC worldwide
and helped to improve patient selection, surgical
approaches and ultimately the outcomes for these
patients [4].

PRODIGE 7: discussing an unpublished clinical
trial

The PRODIGE 7 trial was subsequently set up years
later to assess the survival benefits of CRS and HIPEC
with oxaliplatin vs. CRS alone. Unfortunately, this
trial has remained unpublished despite representing
the most important study in this context. Results
have thus far been presented at conferences, initially
the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Clin-
ical Oncology (ASCO) in June 2018, while the peer
reviewed publication is still awaited [19]. Therefore,
all available information deriving from this study
needs to be considered prefinal. According to avail-
able reports, median OS is about 41 months in both
groups (41.7 vs. 41.2 months, hazard ratio [HR]= 1.00,
95% confidence interval [CI] 0.73–1.37, p= 0.995) and
surgery seems to be of primary relevance for the
observed survival benefits. Short-term oxaliplatin
HIPEC over 30min failed to show OS benefits, but
associated complications were reported to be sig-
nificantly increased. However, neither of the two
treatment modalities increased 30-day mortality rates
[20].

A central point of criticism that questions basic pre-
requisites of the PRODIGE 7 trial is the planning and
presumptions made for the study beforehand. Ac-
cordingly, the sample size estimation was based on the
assumption of a median OS gain from 30 to 48 months
by the used HIPEC treatment [19]. In retrospect this
assumption seems to be overly optimistic, due to the
minimal OS differences observed between the two
groups, suggesting that the effects of HIPEC have been
grossly overestimated, whereas the relevance of radi-
cal surgery has been underrated.

In contrast, there is no shortage of less robust data,
including case series with complete surgical cytore-
duction and HIPEC, where even more remarkable re-
sults such as a 5-year OS rate of 51% and cure rates of
about 16% have been reported [21], suggesting there
may be highly effective protocols available in this dif-
ficult disease spectrum.

But, the negative PRODIGE 7 RCT results have fun-
damentally challenged long-standing CRS and HIPEC
practice and fueled discussions and interpretations al-
beit in the absence of a formal publication [22, 23].
Furthermore, there has been no shortage of consen-
sus statements and expert opinions (e.g. [24]), sug-
gesting how to deal with the findings. The status quo
is that PRODIGE 7 cannot be ignored in PM for CRC

but a peer reviewed publication is required and ea-
gerly awaited for any valid interpretation.

Is oxaliplatin the wrong drug for HIPEC?

Meanwhile, HIPEC has entered an identity crisis in
the surgical oncology community not only based on
the preliminary results of the PRODGE 7 trial [19] but
also because further evidence has amounted showing
futility in RCTs performed in the adjuvant setting [25].

Aiming to compile evidence to understand the
underlying mechanisms for failure of certain HIPEC
protocols, our group has recently gathered prelim-
inary evidence (available as a preprint) suggesting
that during short-term HIPEC, oxaliplatin is unable
to penetrate deep enough into cell layers (~100µm)
to cause relevant cell death even in micrometastases
[12]. Likewise, Ubink et al. have evaluated clinically
used HIPEC protocols in an in vitro CRC organoid
model [13], where both MMC and oxaliplatin were
shown ineffective to induce robust cell death at com-
monly attained drug dosages reached during HIPEC
in vivo, suggesting there may be more generic issues.
Notably all of the assessed CRC organoids showed
resistance to HIPEC treatment with oxaliplatin.

Admittedly, this research is simplistic and insuffi-
cient to invalidate any of the clinically used HIPEC
protocols. However, in conjunction with the RCT re-
sults such findings do raise fundamental questions
as to the current conduct and role of HIPEC. Equally,
the discussion surrounding the pharmacokinetics
and -dynamics of any cytotoxic agent for intraperi-
toneal administration requires enforcement, partic-
ularly through robust scientific evidence, given that
our knowledge in this field is fairly poor.

How do we go on?

The vulnerability of HIPEC is based on its broad im-
plementation without prior verification of drug effects
and effectiveness applicable to most treatment proto-
cols (including variables such as drug concentration,
exposure time, carrier solution, temperature, intra-ab-
dominal pressure, etc.).

Considering both published and unpublished data,
many open questions regarding the design and ef-
fectiveness of clinically used HIPEC protocols arise.
A weakness of CRS and HIPEC was the introduction
of a complex compound treatment (cytoreductive
surgery, hyperthermia, chemotherapy, abdominal
lavage etc.) that does not allow to discern precisely,
which of the benefits but also which adverse ef-
fects can be ascribed to which component. Here,
the PRODIGE 7 trial would have been a crucial step
towards scientific integrity and the broad implemen-
tation of HIPEC, as well as changes in protocols since
the presentation of PRODIGE 7 outside of clinical
trial settings has proven a relevant liability. In order
to avoid repeating the mistakes of the past it would
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be advisable to reinitiate well-designed preclinical
studies and to gradually bridge results from bench to
the bedside. Equally, analyzing the process by which
HIPEC has been assessed within ovarian cancer and
adopting some of the lessons learned from our gynae-
cological colleagues may equally be advisable [26].

Available evidence not only supports the notion
that short-term oxaliplatin HIPEC is ineffective and
potentially even harmful for patients but also that
HIPEC should be established in a controlled clinical
trial environment. New results question the practice
of many HIPEC protocols and even long held beliefs
e.g. that excessive doses of cytostatic drugs in sin-
gle application have clinical benefits and they should
therefore be rigidly scrutinized. As such, once preclin-
ical studies have identified a robust case for the design
of a HIPEC protocol, RCT testing is ideal but logisti-
cally difficult. PRODIGE 7 took many years to com-
plete recruitment and after dissemination of the re-
sults, achieving international consensus as to appro-
priate trial designs has proven challenging. One way
forward to circumvent the challenges of conducting
bespoke RCT would be to establish an international
adaptive platform clinical trial protocol in PM from
CRC. Such a protocol could establish a control arm
comprising CRS for PM in CRC. Multiple parallel or
sequential intervention arms could be conducted, in-
cluding CRS and HIPEC, CRS and early postoperative
intra-peritoneal chemotherapy, CRS and normother-
mic intraperitoneal chemotherapy, CRS and peri-op-
erative chemotherapy, etc. As one intervention has
turned out to be superior according to predefined
stopping rules, a new standard of care control arm
would emerge [27]. Such an approach would poten-
tially be more efficient but could also lead to global
harmonization of approaches to HIPEC protocols and
benchmarking for the quality and safety of cytoreduc-
tive surgery.

Conclusion

In summary CRC, even in the metastatic setting has
become a disease amenable to surgical treatments
and the prognosis of patients with PM has consid-
erably improved. In different indications there are
multimodal approaches, combining metastasectomy
(liver/lung) with systemic chemotherapy that lead
to unexpected long-term survival [28, 29]. Against
this background it is noteworthy that the PRODIGE 7
trial has also established an impressive median OS
of >41 months with CRS alone [19]. But, to what
extent these results were driven by CRS and/or sys-
temic therapies before and after surgery remains to
be elucidated.

For this reason, it should be emphasized that lead-
ing experts and scientific societies concerned with
peritoneal surface malignancies are currently strug-
gling to provide clear guidelines and HIPEC remains
the subject of heavy debate [30]. We therefore believe

the standard of care remains CRS, whereas HIPEC
should be addressed by a new wave of interest in ba-
sic research relating to the intraperitoneal application
of chemotherapeutic agents as well as through new,
innovative clinical trial designs that will enable us to
generate sufficient evidence to identify the most ben-
eficial treatment approach for patients with CRC and
peritoneal metastases.

Take home message

� Long-standing practise of hyperthermic intraperi-
toneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) in peritoneal metas-
tasis (PM) from colorectal cancer (CRC) has been
challenged by new results.

� The overdue publication of crucial randomized con-
trolled trial results in PM from CRC (PRODIGE 7) is
eagerly awaited and has contributed to the prevail-
ing uncertainty.

� Complete cytoreductive surgery is the mainstay of
treatment with relevant effects, and if feasible, should
(still) be considered the standard of care in PM from
CRC.

� HIPEC, constituting a very heterogeneous treatment
and frequently lacking supportive (preclinical) evi-
dence, remains experimental in CRC and requires
clinical trial evaluation.

� Basic research (e.g. new modelling approaches) and
innovative clinical trial designs should be strength-
ened to help with identification of the most effective
treatment approach.
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